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1. 

3. To keep the corner ends round, drill a ½-inch hole on
each end of the light cutout.

Next, cut along the lines marked out for the light strip
using a cutoff wheel.

Start off with your Keep It Clean GhostLight LED kit.

Using the supplied template, mark the area to cut.
For the U-shaped backing bracket, mark and drill two

holes, ½-inch from either end. 2.

4.

5.

NOTE:  Light kits must be customized for your application. You may have one or more 
15" long metal channel sections. You will need to cut these to size for your application 
and desired light length. LED lights must also be customized to your application.

https://www.carid.com/keep-it-clean/
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6. 

8. The Keep It Clean GhostLight LEDs line up and attach
inside the U-bracket.

Attach the U-shaped bracket, with the LED bar, to the
back ofthe panel and secure with lock washers and nuts.

This is what the panel will look like once completed.
The LED lights can be installed on any piece of sheet

metal from a combo skin to a roll pan or tailgate.

Weld two bolts to the inside of the combo skin that
lines up with the holes in the U-bracket.

Attach the red Lexan insert to the clear diffueser and
line up in the cut hole.

Wire up the brake, running and turn signal lights
according to the instructions on the following page.

7.

9. 

10. 

11. 
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WIRING OPTIONS

SINGLE LIGHT (3RD BRAKE LIGHT)

MULTIPLE SECTION SEQUENCING

BLACK
BLACK BLACK
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Park/Running
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LED -
Ground

Left turn signal input

Right turn signal input

USING PARKING LIGHT & BRAKE LIGHT HARNESS

+ Brake signal

ADAPTOR

KICEC1

Blue Input

Brown

Ground

KICEC1

Check out the collection of accessory lighting we offer.

https://www.carid.com/accessory-lighting.html



